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RE: Comments on Proposed Rule Publistred ntfu, Federol Rcgister, September 2, 2010 (75 FR 53892),
Action To Ensure Authority To lssue Permits Under the Prevention of Sigrificant Detcrioration
Program to Sources ofGreenhouse Gas Emissions: Finding of Substantial Inadequacy and SIP Call

To Whom It IVay Concem:

The Cabinet is authorized by the Kenfircky General Assembly under KRS 224 and by the U.S.
Environmental Protpction Agency @PA) under 40 CFR 51.166 and 40 CFR Part 70, as the stale air
pollution contol agency and reviewing authority responsible for carrying out the PreveNrtion of Significant
Deterioration of Air Quality (PSD) and Title V Operating Perrnit Programs in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.

The Cabinet is pleased to provide the following commeNrts, pursuant to the r€quests for public
comment publishe d in $e Federal Regis@r on September 2, 2010:

Conment
Due to the close relationship betwcen the *Tailoring Rule" proposed in the Federal Register on September
28,2009, (74 FR 49454) and the cunent notice referenoed above, thc Cabinet has attached thc commcnts
on the "Tailoring Rule" that were submitted to EPA on Decernber 18, 2009. Th€ Cabinet wishes to reiterate
the submitted comments and was disappointed that they were not adequately addressed in the final rule
publishcd in tlre June 3,2010, Fe&ral Register (75FR31514).

Comment
The Cabinet rciterates its general agrcement that the Lightduty Vehicle Rule, finalized in the lv{ay 7, 2010,
Federal Register (75 FR 25324) results in the application of PSD to the emissions of oarbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gaq emissions (GHGs) at stationary souttes. Howevcr, the Cabinet continues to have
substantial conc€rns with the regulatory approaoh EPA has provided in the Tailoring P.nle, as well as with
the current proposals. Specifically, the Cabinet is most concerned with the unwor*oble premise that GHGs
can be treated as a criteria pollutant under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration of Air Qualif
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provisions of Clean Air Aot, Title I, Part C, without first being listed as a criterie pollutant by
corresponding EPA action and regulation punuant to 42 U.S.C. 7409.ln the absence of being declarcd a
oriteria pollutant with the appopriarc attainment area classifications made pusuant ta 42 IJ.S.C. 7407,
GHG gases must be treated like any other non-critcria regulated NSR pollutan! such as fluorides, sulfurio
acid mist or hydrogen sulffde, toal reduced sulfir, and certain contaminants from municipal solid waste
plants.

Comment
EPA quotes CAA, Section 161, in the proposed nrle as follows: "Each applicable implementation plan shall
contain ernission limitations and such other measures as may be neccssary, as detcrmined under regulations
promulgated under this part tCl, to prevent sigrificant deterioration of air quality for such region * * +
designated !t * 'l as attairunent or unclassifiable." (75 FR 53896)

The omitted text in this citation is crucial because the fult text in the CAA malces it clear thal the
desigtations must be made pursuant to CAA" Section 107, and thgt designations are made for criteria
pollutants only. The text should read: " Each applicable implementation plan shall contain emission
limitations and such other measures as may be necessary, as determined under regulations promulgated
under this part [Cl, to pEvent significant deterioration of air quality in each region (or portion thereof)
designated pursuant to section 7407 [f04 of this title as attainment or unclassifiable." [emphasis added]

Furthermore, CAA, Section l07(dxlxAxiii) allows an area to be designatcd unclassifiable only for areas
"... that cannot be classified on the basis of available information as meeting or not meeting the national
primary or secondary ambient air quality standard for the pollutant'' Therefore, it is not possible to
designate areas unclassifiable for GHGs without fint making GHGs a criteria pollutant..

Comment
In the September 2,2010, Feileral Register at 75 FR 53883, Action To Ensure Authority To Issue Permits
Under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration Program to Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
Finding of Substantial Inadequacy and SIP Call, EPA takes steps to assure that in thirteen (13) states,
including Kentucky, that do not appear to have authority to issue PSD permits to GHG-emitting sounces at
present, either the State or EPA will have the authority to issue PSD permits by January 2, 2011. In this
nrlemaking EPA proposes to find that these 13 state SIPs are zubstantially inadcquate to comply with CAA
requirements and accordingly, proposes to issue a SIP Call to require a corective SIP revision that applies
these SIP PSD programs to GHG-emitting sources. In a companion rulemaking EPA proposes a FIP tlrat
would give EPA authority to apply EPA's PSD program to GHG-emitting sources in case such s state is
unable to submit a corrective SIP revision by its deadline.

EPA has not followed the normal SIP Call process that is mandated under the Clean Air Act, Since EPA
has not shown any environmental harm that would result fiom following the establishe4 reasonable SIP
Call process, EPA should proceed to do so. EPA's suggestion that a three week deadline is a 'teasonable

deadline" under section I l0 ofthe CAA is presump[rous and drastically deviates from t]e normal SIP Call
process. A January 2, 201l, effective date is impossibly aggressive for many agcncies and EPA, states, and
the regulated community would be beuer senred by seting a laCer date to alloxr states the ability to properly
and adequately prepare to implement the new standards as has been done his0orically with every SIP Call in
the past.
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Comment
Under state regulations approved pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70, souroes will be obligated to inolude GHG
emissions in Title V permit renewal applications on and after January 2, 2011. Considering the significant
impact on Title V permitting, the Cabinet rcquests that the sepamte rulemaking pertaining to Title V
programs noted at 75 FR 53905 be proposed and publistred in the Federal Register pior to this nrlcmaking
becoming final. The separate Title V rulemaking should include provisions to address insignificant sources
of emissions and establish de minimis levels.

Comnent
EPA has not published BACT guidance for subjcct sources that arr subject to GHG provisions on and aft€r
January 2, 2011. This guidance should be made available prior to the effective date of GHGs becoming a
regulated NSR pollutant and must be made available to pemritting agencies for the permiting of GHGs to
be effective.

Comment
Current trgal challenges to the Tailoring Rule and associated rulemakings call into question the long-term
stability of the rule. Therefore, EPA should delay further processing of these rules until after litigation has
been completed.

In summary, the Cabinet encounges EPA to give serious oonsideration to the issues raised by the
Commonwealth and other states concerning the deleterious etrects implementation of the GHG SIP Call
will have on state permitting programs and the regulated community. We reiterate our recommendation that
EPA delay this action until after the proper legal groundwork has been established for regulating GHGs as
a criteria pollutant, as a'hegulated NSR pollutant'' pursuant to 40 CFR 51.166, and as a "regulated air
pollutant'' pursuant to 40 CFR 70.2. The Cabinet looks forward to continuing to work with EPA in
developing a comprehensive and effective climate change policy will achieve environmental goals
without imposing unmanageable or unnecessary burdens on EPAe state and local permitting agencies, and
our struggling economy. Thank you for the opportunity to pmvide comments and recommendations on this
proposal. If you have questions or require further informatio4 please contact me at (502) 564'3999 or
email: iohn.lvons(2ky.gov.

Sincerely,

N

b
S. Lyons

Gregg Worley, U.S. EPA, Region 4, Air Permits Section Chief

to
that
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October,4,2010

Ms. Lisa P. Jackson
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2M60

Ms. Gwen Keyes Fleming
Regional Adm inistrator
U.S. EPA, Region 4
Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Center
63 Forsyth Street, SW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Administrator Jackson and Regional Administrator Fleming:

As requested in the preamble to the "Action To Ensure Authority To Issue Permits under the
Prevention- of Significant Deterioration Program to Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Finding of
Substantial Inadequacy and SIP Call" (75 FR 53892,Vo1. 75, No. 170, September 2,2010 p.53901) the
Energy and Environment Cabinet, on hEhalf ofthe Commonwealth ofKentucky, respeotfrrily submits this
letter to the Administrator and Regional Administrator detailing tho steps Kentucky will take in
addressing the SIP (State Implementation Plan) Call. ln order for Kentucky to retain state primacy ofthe
New Source Review (NSR) program, the Commonwealth is obligated to udopt recent revislons to-the
NSR and Title V definitions. This step is necessary to prevent dual permitting programs atthe state and
federal level thereby creating unnecessary delay and confusion in mattng p"*tit dicisions affecting all
interested parties, a problem created by this deviation from the normal SiP Call process, Therefote * u
SlP-approved state for the NSR program, the Commonwealth intgnds to amend the current regulations to
deftnb the term "subject to regulation" for the NSR program and the Title V permitring program and
maintain a fully SIP- approved NSR program in Kentucky.

Considering the statutory and regulatory requirements in appropriately promulgating regulations,
the Commonwealth submits the following schedule, currentb undiiway, for amendinft]re iegulations to
allow for revision of Kentucky's SIP to implement the greenhouse gas tailoring rule.
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Kentucky willmake every effort to meet the ambitious schedule set forth above. Flowever, as with any
regulatory promulgation and revised SIP Call prosess, eompletion is subjeotto oontingensieswhich may
alter the anticipated timeline. Consequently, in response to the request in the preamble of the Federal
Register for a deadline to meet the revised, SIP Call deadline Kentucky proposes a dstc of March 31, 2011
to allow more time to complete the SIP Call process. The pretense of the need to complete the $IP Call
by the implementation date of January 2,2011 is necessitated solely by EPA's circumvention of the
normal SIP Catl prooess, which would otherwise allow for a reasonable time frame to comply with the
SIP Call process without adverse consequences (e.g. construction ban for emitting sources).

I sincerely hope that EPA will considerthis requestto extend the time necessary to complote this
very complex task in recognition of cunent national and local circumstances. There is a significant
amount of litigation drat may alter the way this rule is implemented by your agency an4 in turn, the
manner in which Kentucky must act. Further, the quick implementation of this rule will place a very
heavy burden on our agenoy at a time when many oritical issues face us and we are stmining under
unprecedentod budgetary and staffi ng shortages.

Sincerely yours,

Leonard K. PEters
Secretary

Filed regulations with the Kentucky X,egislative Research Commission
(LRC) Julv 14" 2010
Published regulations in the Administrative Register of Kentucky (ARK)
fBeeins 30 day n*tl8r{iu cornment period} Aueust l,2010
Conducted Public Hearing in accondance with KRS 13A.270 Ausust 24,2010
End of public comment period Aueust 3 t. 2010
Submit Statement of Consideration (SOC) of comments received during
public comment period.

Octoher 15,2010

First Legislative Subcommittee (Administrative Regulation Review
Subcommittee - ARRS) reviews resulation

November 9, 20/,0

Second Legislative Subcommittee (Agriculture and Natural Resources
Subcommit ee) reviews rezulation

December 2, 20/,0
!

Announce effective date of regulation If reviewed 
-Et '"--X$8"

Subcommitteen the effectivE
date is frt adjournment of
meeting else 30 days after the
regulation referal by ls
Subcommittee

Submit amendments to EPA as an amendment to Kentucky's SIP Januwy I, 20II
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Organlzafion Nare: Kentrcky Dlvlsion for Air Quality

Organizations Representative: John S. Lpns

6qvemrnent Agency Type: Air Potlution PermittirE Authority, Commom,vealth of Kentrcky

Governrnent Agency: Energy and ErMronment Cablnet

cottul{ENT

EPA Docket Center, EPA West (Air Docket) Attention: Docket lD No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0517 U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Maitcode:- ?.822T 1200 Pennsytvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC
24460

RE: Comments on Proposed Rute Pubtished in the Federal Register, October 27,2009 (74 FR 552921,
Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Titte V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rute

To Whom lt May Concern:

The Cabinet is authorized by the Kentucky General Assembly under KRS 224 and by the U.5.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under 40 CFR 51.166 and 40 CFR Part 70, as the state air
potlution control agency and reviewing authority responsible for carrying out the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration of Air Quatity (PSD) and Titte V Operating Permit Programs in the
Commonweatth of Kentucky.

The Cabinet is pteased to provide the fottowing comments, pursuant to the request for pubtic comment
pubtished in the Federal Register on October 27,2009 (74 FR 552921, for EPA's proposed Prevention of
Significant Deterioration and Titte V Greenhouse Gas Taitoring Rule (Taitoring Rute). The Cabinet
generatty agrees that the proposed greenhouse gas (GHG) regulation for mobile sources pubtished in
the Federal Register on September 28, Z}Oq (74 FR 494541, witt tikety result in the apptication of PSD to
the emissions of carbon dioxide and other GHGs at non-mobite industria[ sources: However, the Cabinet
has substantiat concerns with the regutatory approach EPA has provided in the Taitoring Rute and has
determined it is unwise to proceed with this action as proposed.

The Cabinet has tentativety identified 108 existing sources in Kentucky that do not currentty hotd Titte
V permits and woutd, under the proposed scenario, be required to submit apptications for Titte V
permits within one year. White this is probably a manageabte population of sources, the Cabinet has no
way of predicting the potentiatty large number of sources not on our radar that witt suddenty become
subject to Titte V permitting. Equalty obscured are the large number of significant modifications that
are possibte among these newty regulated sources and among sources that already have Titte V
permits. Such inevitabte consequences of combining the proposed Taitoring Rute and mobite source
GHG regutation have not been adequatety considered by EPA. The ovenruhelming administrative burden
that witt tikety resutt must be addressed to avoid the tremendous worktoad that witt potentiatty crippte
EPA, state and [oca[ reviewing authorities, and the regulated community.



For reasons exptained in detail in the fotlowing comments, the Cabinet recommends that EPA detay
action on this proposa[ and atlow sufficient time to not onty carefutty consider the impacts of this
rutemaking, but also to develop a proposat that provides for an orderly transition to address GHG
emissions. EPA has atready articulated the intention of proceeding in such a manner in the preamble to
the Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gases rute (74 FR 56260, October 30, 2009), by clearly stating
that the intent of the reporting rute is to "gather GHG information to assist EPA in assessing how to
address GHG emissions and ctimate change under the Ctean Air Act" V4 fR 56265).

Comment
Since the consequences of the proposed Taitoring Rule are likely to be counterproductive to our shared
imptementation goats, the Cabinet imptores EPA to recognize the perit that may resutt if this
rutemakings goes forward. We encourage EPA to delay or withdraw the rute and lay a statutory
groundwork that wi[[ enabte a reasonabte and orderly transition for incorporation of GHG emissions into
the existing PSD and Title V programs. State and [oca[ permitting authorities must be given adequate
time to transition into this program and to modify existing programs, promulgate regutations, and seek
the tegistative changes needed to secure a feasibte imptementation of PSD and Titte V permitting for
GHG sources. The [egistative changes required to modify the threshotds for GHGs woutd be ctoser to
two years instead of the seventy-five days EPA proposes. Even if EPA promutgates GHG requirements
into a federal implementation ptan (FlP) for each state, this witt not make GHG requirements
enforceabte by states like Kentucky. lt is the individual environmental regutation tegal[y adopted in the
Commonweatth that is enforceabte by the Cabinet rather than the regutations that are approved into a
SIP or FlP.

Comment
EPA has issued an endangerment finding for six greenhouse gases; therefore, the agency must now list
the six GHGs as criteria pottutants and then issue criteria documents and promutgate National, Ambient
Air Quatity Standards (NAAQS) for these six GHGs, as mandated by Congress in Title I of the Ctean Air
Act. EPA is circumventing the process by which the emissions of a "regutated NSR pottutant" are
regulated under the SIP and must now proceed cautiousty by fottowing the statutory framework set out
in the Clean Air Act to promulgate and implement GHG regulations. The only proper manner for such
an action is for EPA to ctearty make GHG requirements federalty enforceabte in regutations to be
included in each state imptementation ptan (SlP) and to issue a SIP Cat[ accordingty.

Comment
White GHGs witl become, by definition, "regulated NSR pottutants" after the Light Duty Vehicte
regutation becomes finat, GHGs are not "regulated air pottutants," as defined in 40 CFR 70.2for
purposes of Titte V permitting, until after the source becomes subject to a PSD review - this occurs
when a new source has the potential for emissions above an appticabte threshotd or for an existing
source that proposes a modification that witt resutt in a significant net emissions increase. lt is
therefore ctear that existing sources whose emissions exceed the proposed 25,000 tpy threshol.d do not
automaticatty become subject to Titte V with GHGs becoming regutated NSR pottutants; nor woutd
these sources be mandated by Titte V requirements to submit an apptication for a Titte V operating
permit within one-year as the preambte to the Taitoring'Rule indicates. Instead, existing sources with
GHG emissions at and above the GHG threshotd witl not be covered under Titte V until and untess the
source has a significant modification that is subject to PSD for GHG or some other regutated NSR
pol[utant. Not having a [ega[ avenue to require Titte V apptications for GHGs creates a probtem for
regulating facitities that are currently not subject to Titte V, but have the potentiat to emit over the
major source threshold for a GHG, regardtess of what the threshotd is ultimatety determined to be. lf
such a source makes a significant modification, it may wish to take a synthetic minor permit timit in
order to avoid PSD. This witt be impossibte as the source witt not hotd a Titte V permit nor is there a
federal (or state) requirement under Titte V for the source to appty for a Titte V permit prior to the
source being required to undergo new source review for PSD. There woutd be no [ega[ basis for
requiring a Titte V permit untess there is a PSD significant modification. Because EPA has not fottowed
the legatty estabtished procedure for merging GHG requirements into the Titte V operating permit
program, probtems wilt also ensue for activities that are identified as insignificant under Titte V and
that suddenly become significant for GHG. Under Titte V, an "lnsignificant Activity" is defined as the
potential to emit five (5) tpy or less of a nonhazardous regutated air po[tutant. Under the proposed
rule, thousands of pieces of equipment and processes currentty tisted as insignificant activities in the
Commonweatth's air permits may become significant and require additional permitting consideration.



The Cabinet recommends that the sotution to this probtem is for EPA to handte GHGs implementation
through the estabtished SlP catt process. This witt ittow the Commonweatth and alt other states the
time necessary to prepare a transition and merge the GHGs requirements into their Titte V operating
permit program in a tegalty estabtished manner, as envisioned by the Act.

Comment
EPA has acknowtedged that a major increase in worktoad witt be associated with the promutgation of
the Taitoring Rute. The majority of the worktoad woutd occur at the time of the Taitoring Rule
becoming fina[ therefore,-a presumptive minimum for Titte V permit fees that inctudes the additional
cost related to the inclusion of GHGs in Titte V permits shoutd be devetoped in conjunction with the
promulgation of this ru[e.

Comment
The proposed Taitoring Rute witt cause technicat probtems for permitting programs because there are
no reliabte emission fictors for many categories of industry and their activities that emit GHGs. The
abitity to catcutate potentiat to emit (PTE) is essentiat in developing a permit. We recommend detaying
imptementation for industries for which emission factors are not available to attow time to devetop
these emission factors.

Comment
The Cabinet recommends the inctusion of additionat tiers of applicabitity in the Taitoring Rute. There
shoutd be different emission levels for establ,ishing a Titte V major source and a Titte V PSD major
source, since it is apparent that many sources witt become subject to PSD permitting under the
Taitoring Rule, and that many of these witt have minima[ experience with air quatity permitting.
Additionat time beyond one year shoutd be a[[owed for existing sources that become subject to Titte V
for the first time due to the Tail,oring Rute. The Cabinet further recommends additional phases in futty
imptementing the Taitoring Rute. During the initiat imptementation phase, the first appticabte emission
threshotd levet of GHGs (currentty 25,000 tpy) shoutd be establ,ished at a quantity that captures only
the top 10 to 15% of GHGs emitters. Other emitters coutd be brought in at renewat of their current
permits with additionat phases estabtished to capture increasing percentages of GHGs emitters that do
not currentty hotd permits. Those sources that already hotd Titte V permits (or some other form of
permit) witt be much better equipped to compty with the new requirements and the issues related to
having PSD status rather than iources with minimal air quatity experience. This problem coutd be
further mitigated by exempting certain source categories.

Comment
As proposed, the Taitoring Rute brings very sma[[ sources (perhaps ones with onty natural gas boiters or
furnaces) into PSD/Titte V permitting because of GHGs emissions. lt is therefore ctear that under the
Taitoring Rute,'an otherwise smatt source woutd have to perform mul,tipte PSD BACT analyses for sr,nat[
modifications (e.g., increases of 40 tpy of VOC or 15 tpy of PM10, etc.) that would not otherwise bring
them to an overatt levet that woutd be considered major for that criteria potlutant but is significant for
GHGs. Furthermore, targer sources that are atready major PSD sources for another regulated NSR
pottutant, but not major for GHGs, coutd trigger the requirement for PSD BACT analysis with the
modification/addition of a retativety smatt natura[ gas boiter or furnace (25mmBTU/hr). The resutting
cost and processing time burdens of pSO anatysis witt undoubtedty impede timely permit issuance and
deter growth in many industries.

Comment
The PTE definition in the taitoring rute is in ftux and may be revised after the initial implementation
phases. Smatt sources captured in tfre program under the initiat definition and subjected to PSD/Titte V
permitting requirements, might not later be considered a PSD/Titte V source with a revision of the
definition for PTE. Under EPA's own guidance, the accepted tenet for PSD sources is "once in, always
in," so that sources that probabty shoul,d not be subjected to the requirements of PSD/Titte V in the
first pl,ace woutd not be abte to remove themsetves from the program. Additionatty, there are some
sma[[ sources (e.g., emergency generators, auxiliary boilers, etc.) that may have the potential of
reaching a major GHGs threshotd that actuatty produce [ess than 50% of the 24hrs lTdays a week
potential emissions due to seasonal use onty. Because of these considerations, the Cabinet recommends
that Permits-by-Rule shoutd be al[owed to exempt sources from NSR pottutant requirements for PSD.

Comment



The current schedule for implementing the Tailoring Rute in March 2010 witl resutt in apptication of
PSD/Titte V status to hundreds, if not thousands, of sources that would tikety prefer to make emissions
reductions in order to avoid PSD/Titte V applicabitity. Since physical changes at a ptant to reduce :
emissions woutd take time and emission controls and suggested reduction avenues are not estabtished
for many GHG emitting processes, sources that want to reduce their emissions witt be captured by the
proposed program revisions and witt remain PSD under EPA's tenet of "once in, atways in". The Cabinet
recommends it woutd be more reasonabte to use a three (3) to five (S)-year phase-in of the Taitoring
Rule to a[[ow sources the time necessary to make emissions reductions and avoid PSD appticabitity. This
approach wit[ also attow EPA time to publish Control Technology Guidelines (CTGs) for source
categories in advance of changing the PSD rute, so that sources witt be provided with some idea of what
approaches are feasible for reducing GHG emissions. States, and the sources they regutate, witt not
have the resources/contacts necessary to take on the burden of researching and gathering information
about best controt/efficiency practices from the United States and around the wortd, so the process of
estabtishing CTGs woutd best be performed by EpA.

Comment
The threshold tevets for PSD major source designation and significant emissions increase proposed in
the Taitoring Rute potentiatly cause confticts with criteria potlutant BACT requirements for certain
types of sources. For example, a Title V major source modifies with a resulting increase of fifty (50)
tons of VOC, and BACT for that VOC is a thermal oxidizer. The addition of the BACT required-
equipment may cause a significant level increase for GHGs. This woutd require a BACT anatysis for the
setected controt equipment to meet BACT (the thermal, oxidizerl. Any combustionjbased BACT has the
potential for causing this conftict. The Cabinet recommends that EPA set the PSD significance levet for
GHGs at a [eve[ much higher than 10,OA0l?5,000 tpy or etse provide exemptions for industries using
combustion techniques for controtting regutated NSR pottutants.

ln summary, the Cabinet encourages EPA to give serious consideration to the issues raised by the
Commonwealth and other states concerning the deteterious effects imptementation of the proposed
Taitoring Rute wi[[ have on state permitting programs and the regutated community. We reiterate our
recommendation that EPA detay this action until after the proper [ega[ groundwork has been
estabtished for regulating GHGs as a criteria pottutant, as a "regutated NSR pottutant" pursuant to 40
CFR 51 .166, and as a "regutated air pottutant" pursuant to 40 CFR 70.2. The Cabinet tooks forward to
continuing to work with EPA in devetoping a comprehensive and effective climate change poticy that
witl achieve environmental goats without imposing unmanageabte or unnecessary burdens on EPA, state
and [oca[ permitting agencies, and our struggting economy. Thank you for the opportunity to provide
comments and recommendations on this proposat. lf you have questions or require further information,
ptease contact Mittie Ettis at (502) 564-3999 or emait: mittie.ettis@ky.gov. Sincerety, John S. Lyons
Director


